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Goal of transparent reporting 

“Good reporting allows decision 
makers to judge how applicable 

the results of the PCT are to 
their own conditions and 

environments.” 

From the Living Textbook chapter on dissemination approaches 
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Guidance on what to report 

• ClinicalTrials.gov 

• CONSORT (2010) 
• Pragmatic trials extension (2008) 

• Cluster trials extension (2012) 

• PRO extension (2013) 

• Pilot & Feasibility (2016) 

• NIH Collaboratory PCT Reporting Template 
• Special considerations for reporting embedded pragmatic trials 

• Available on the Living Textbook (and in your meeting materials) 

• Living Textbook chapters on dissemination: 
experience from the Demonstration Projects 

https://ClinicalTrials.gov


U.S. National Library of Medicine 

ClinicalTrials.gov 
Find Studies .., About Stud ies .., Submit Stud ies ...- Resources .., About S 

Clinical Trials.gov is a database of privately and publicly funded clinical studies 
conducted around the world. 

Explore 271,886 research studies in 
all 50 states and in 203 countries. 

ClinicalTrials.gov is a resource provided by the U.S. 
National library of Medicine. 

IMPORTANT: Listing a study does not mean it has 
been evaluated by the U.S. Federal Government 
Read our disclaimer for details. 

Before participating in a study, talk to your health 
care provider and learn about the risks and potential 
benefits. 
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Find a study ,.,..,,,o.,,.,..ii 

0 Recruiting and not yet recruit ing studies 

e An studies 

Cond it ion or d isease~ (For example . breast cancer) 

9!1:'.~t-~-~!!':1-~ _ _.Q {For example NCT number, drug name, investigator name) 

X 

X 

~-----------~v,0 - Advanced Search 

ClinicalTrials.gov 
Requirement: Register clinical trials & report key data about the 
trial design, study population & outcomes 

https://ClinicalTrials.gov
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CONSORT 

• Evidence-based, minimum set of 
recommendations for reporting randomized 
trials 

• Standard way for authors to prepare reports of 
trial findings 

• Facilitates complete & transparent reporting 

• Aids in critical appraisal & interpretation 

www.consort-statement.org/ 

www.consort-statement.org


 
-~ CO NS O RT TRANSPARENT REPORTING of TRIALS 

-~ CON SO RT TRANSPARENTREPORTlNGofTRIALS 

Home Extensions Downloads Exa mples Resou rces About CONSORT 
Home Extensions Downloads Examples Resources About CONSORT 

Explore Extensions 
Explore Extensions 

Pragmatic Trials 
iffiMift#Htttl 
The CONSORT extension for pragmatic trials bui lds upon the ex isting CON~ 
relation to pragmatic trials. For each of the eight items the standard CONSO 
item, and an explanation of the issues are presented. Importantly, these su~ 
CONSORT explanatory paper and where relevant, other CONSORT guidanc 

Pragmatic trials are designed to measure effectiveness; t hat is whether an in 
applicability {also called generalisability) in a wide range of usual care settinf 
of participants to whom the intervention will be appl ied in the real world, or 
recipients of health care to use evidence from trials in policy decisions has in 
their usefulness. 

~ CO N SO RT TRA NSPARENT REPORTING of TRIALS 

Home Extensions Downloads Examples Resources About CONSO RT 

Explore Extensions 

Pilot and Feasibility Trials 
The CONSORT extension for randomised pil0t and feasibi lity trials is meant top 
future definitive RCT. or part of it, is conducted on a smaller scale, regardles! 
authors to describe the study (eg, pi lot, feasibility, t r ial, study). The extensio, 
design of a main t r ial, non-randomised pi lot and feasibility studies, or phase 
randomised pilot and feasibili ty studies and so many of the pr inciples might ; 

There are some key differences in pi lot and f easibility stud ies from st andard 
needs t o be reported and in the interpret at ion of st andard CONSORT repor 
reta ined , but most have been adapted, some removed, and new items added 
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Patient-Reported Outcomes {CONSORT PRO) 
itfflMiffltM@I 
The 2013 CONSORT-PRO extension provides guidance for authors of trials describing patient-reported outcomes. Specifically, i 
the CONSORT 2010checklist to facilitate optimal reporting of RCTs in which PRO's are primary or secondary end points. 

~ CON SO RT TRANSPARENT REPORTINGofTRIALS 

Home Extensions Downloads Examples Resources About CON 

Explore Extensions 

Cluster Trials 

The CONSORT extension for Cluster Trials was updated in 2012 to be 

The main CONSORT Statement provides recommendations for report 
randomly assigned to health care interventions. Cluster tria ls, howeve 
rather than to individual patients. The main issue associated with the ir 
random ized trials, is that two different units of measurement-the clw 

CONSORT extensions 



   

"The usefulness of a trial report ... 
depends on the clarity with which it 

details the relevance of its 
interventions, participants, 

outcomes, and design to the 
clinical, health service, or policy 

question it examines." 
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CONSORT pragmatic trial extension 

From authors of the CONSORT Pragmatic Trial extension (Zwarenstein et 
al., 2008) 
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Special considerations for ePCTs 

• Who were the stakeholders & how were they 
engaged to participate in the design, conduct, or 
dissemination? 

• Was cluster randomization used? 

• How were data from EHRs used in the research? 

• How were unanticipated changes in study arms 
accommodated? 

• Did the trial need alternate approaches to 
informed consent or protection of human 
subjects? 
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Reporting Pragmatic Clinical Trials 
Introduction 
Transpa rent reporting of cl inica l t rials is e.ssent ial fo r helping resea rchers, clinicians, patients, 
and other stakeholders understa nd t he va lidity and reliability of the f indings. Many have 
suggested that t he quality of t r ial reporting is subo ptimal and have sought consensus on t he 
key elements of t ransparent reporting. To address this, a group of cl inical t r ial met hodo logists 
and journa l edit ors developed the CONSORT (Conso lidat ed Standards of Reporting Trials) 
Statement. CONSORT is int ended to im prove t ransparency and di££em ination of t rial fin dings by 
providing a checklist and guidance for aut ho rs.1 The or iginal CONSORT stat ement focused on 
t he reporting of standard, two-group randomized cont ro lled t rials (RCTs) t hat com pare an 
intervent ion w ith a cont rol. Over t he years, CONSORT has been expanded for cla rity and 
revised, most recently in 2010, and now includes several officia l extensions t o account fo r 
va riations in t rial design, intervent ions, and dat a (descr ibed in Appen dix A). 

Pragmatic Clinical Trials 
The NIH Hea lt h Care Systems Research Co llaborat ory supports t he design, execut ion, and 
dissemination of a set of Demonstrat ion Projects, w hich are pragmatic clinical t rials (PCTs) t hat 
address questions of major publi c hea lt h importa nce and are part of an effort t o creat e a new 
infrastructu re for collaborat ive research w it hin hea lt hcare syst ems. In contrast t o RCTs, which 
elucidate a m echanical or biologica l process, PCTs are udesigned fo r the primary purpose of 
info rming decision makers regarding the comparative balance of benefits, burdens and r isks of 
a biomedica l or behaviora l health int ervent ion at t he individual or population levet • ' To be 
clear, PCTs are on a continuum wit h t radit ional RCTs, and there are aspects of PCTs t hat make 
t hem either more explanato ry or more pragmat ic (describe-d in Appendix B). Genera lly, a PCT is 
more pragmat ic if t he data are collected during rout ine cl inical care (usually t hrough t he 
electro nic hea lt h reco rd [EHRI); if t here is some flexibility in t he delivery of and adherence to 
t he int ervent ion; if a real-wor ld populat ion is included; and if the outcomes are relevant t o 
pat ients and other decision makers . 
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Find a copy of the 
PCT Reporting 
Template in your 
meeting materials 

PCT Reporting Template 
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PCT Reporting Template 

Follows CONSORT headings with additional 
considerations for embedded PCTs: 

• How data from EHR were collected & 
validated 

• How changes in study arms were 
accommodated 

• How and when stakeholders were engaged 

• How and when informed consent was 
obtained 
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HOME WELCOME GRANO ROUNDS NEWS 

.-.-~ . . ... 
DESIGN 

DISSEMINATION APPROACHES FOR 
DIFFERENT STAKEHOLDERS 

SECTION 3 

Reporting to the Scientific Community: 
ClinicalTrials.gov 
Conlribut0!"5 
~ 
PM<1 Cbarobces, DPbU 

CONDUCT 

•'9'. NIH COLLABORATORY 

LIVING TEXTBOOK 

SECTIONS 

D 1ntroduet>On 

El Reporting to the Scientific 
Community General 
Cooslderatlons 

II Reporting to the ScientifJC 
Community: CliniQ1Trial1.gov 

a Dissemination to Patients 

II Dissemination to Health System 
Leaders 

~ ;.oo 10 1 . :,.., , :... 

Data Sharing and Embedded Research 
Dissemination and Implementation 

Dissemination Approaches for Different 
Stakeholders 

Living Textbook: Reporting and 
Dissemination 
• Chapters reflect first-

hand experiences from 
the Demonstration 
Project Principal 
Investigators 

• Case studies illustrate 
challenges and real-
world solutions to the 
implementation & 
dissemination of ePCTs 
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Data sharing and reporting 

“Emerging policies and 
procedures for sharing 

analyzable research datasets 
hold great promise for increasing 
transparency and reproducibility 

in medical research.” 

From the Living Textbook chapter on data sharing and embedded 
research 
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Key takeaways 

• Embedded pragmatic trials bring tradeoffs in 
flexibility, adherence, and generalizability 

• Endpoints and outcomes should be 
meaningful to providers and patients 

• Real-world evidence from ePCTs can promote 
sustainable ways to improve healthcare 
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